The scientific examination of how research is designed, carried out, communicated, and evaluated determines how much confidence we can have in the insights that ultimately arise from it. This understanding underlies our decision to expand the scope of the research section of PLOS Biology to include meta-research articles.
We launch this new meta-research section with two important contributions. Iqbal, Ioannidis, and colleagues provide a broad-based evaluation of reproducibility-and transparencyrelated practices across the biomedical sciences [8] . The authors surveyed a random sample of biomedical articles from PubMed published between 2000 and 2014. They found that the majority of studies did not share raw data, did not provide full protocols, overwhelmingly reported novel findings rather than replications, and did not mention anything about funding or conflicts of interest. Disappointingly, there was little improvement over time, except for the reporting of conflicts of interest. These data quantify the significant shortcomings of current practices and constitute a baseline against which future progress can be evaluated.
Holman, Dirnagl and colleagues use computational modelling and meta-analysis in order to examine the effects of exclusion or loss of animals in preclinical research [9] . In a series of simulations, they find that random loss leads, as expected, to loss of power. However, biased exclusion (e.g., outlier removal) introduces a form of selection bias that dramatically increases the probability of false positives. In a meta-analysis of 100 papers on cancer and stroke, reporting a total of 522 experiments, the authors find that more than half of the studies did not report loss of animals adequately. Importantly, differences in reporting were associated with experimental effect size, suggesting that effect sizes were overestimated.
Readers of the journal will be well aware that these are not the first meta-research articles we have published. In recent years, we have featured several articles in this area in the PLOS Biology magazine, many of which would now fit the criteria of our new meta-research section. We have collected these articles here [10] , along with key recent meta-research articles published in other PLOS journals.
The PLOS Biology magazine will continue to feature meta-research related topics: reporting guidelines, brief surveys, best practices guides, policy perspectives. With our new section on data-driven meta-research, we aim to highlight that research about research is an important area of science. By creating a prominent forum in this field, PLOS Biology will contribute to ongoing efforts to improve research standards in the biological sciences and beyond.
